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Paying  
Your Dues
The life of a commercial pilot

ILLUSTRATION BY PIERRE KOTZE

IN EVERY PROFESSIONAL PILOT’S career there exists a sort of penance 
one must serve, a purgatory of dubious benefit, a suspension 
somewhere between wide-eyed neophyte and grizzled veteran that 
is generally referred to as “paying your dues.” Usually this entails 
various forms of pseudo employment in the sub-basement of the 
aeronautical profession: flight instruction, flying cargo or checks,  
or just about any flying activity that our smarter, wiser, more 
experienced brethren shun with alacrity. 

Such seasoning opportunities often involve great risk to life and 
limb, either through the necessity of flight in aircraft with question-
able mechanical integrity, or the very real possibility of starving to 
death from low pay and a nonexistent benefit package. Usually both 
dangers are abundantly present.

I was introduced to this industry like many, pumping gas at the 
local airport and dreaming. Even in those days, line attending wasn’t 
exactly full-time employment, which left plenty of free moments for 
dreaming about my future. I can remember thinking from my fuel 
truck perch that if I could get a job flying charter in something like a 
Cessna 310, I’d have the world licked. A Piper Navajo was really almost 
too much to hope for! At the time, airlines were only hiring astronauts 
with doctorates, so limited dreams seemed appropriate. Low aspira-
tions are always easier to achieve. My lineboy days were the best time  
I ever had in aviation, because there was nowhere to go but up. 
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One of my fellow brothers in arms at 
the gas pump took his first flying job as a 
flight instructor, charter pilot, airport 
manager, lineboy, and all-around chief 
lackey at a distant FBO for the princely 
sum of $600 per month. His boss was one 
of those starving local airport operators 
who seemed to believe in the franchise 
model. If one money-losing airport opera-
tion is failing, somehow the addition of 
two or three others in the immediate area 
will make things better, an unfortunate 
use of the economies of scale. 

My friend may have thought that he 
was getting in on the ground floor of an 
aeronautical version of a Silicon Valley 
startup, and therefore was willing to sacri-
fice, but $600 per month was the 
high-water mark for compensation. By the 
end he was paying his boss just to work 
there and to be logging the occasional 
flight hour, which I think technically 
makes him more of a volunteer than an 
actual employee. Employees get checks. 
Volunteers get satisfaction. He was getting 
neither. Still, it worked out in the end, 
because now he flies as a Boeing 777 cap-
tain for American Airlines, which puts 
him head and shoulders above me in the 
grand scheme of things.

I passed through the flight instructor 
phase as well and I still possess basic, 
instrument, and multiengine instructor 
ratings to prove it. This was a rite of pas-
sage for most who were scratching their 
way up in the aviation business back then. 
Many times I would ask a basic student to 
drop me off at the FBO and casually 

suggest that they take it around the patch 
a few times on their own. The first solo! I 
would walk straight to the door of the vast 
World War II-era hangar, never looking 
back, faking nonchalance, only to run 
upstairs and nervously view the entire 
proceeding from behind the protection of 
the second story panes of glass. Instructor 
liability insurance was never even thought 
of back then. We just worried.

Some people find that they like teach-
ing and stay on long after their time for 
advancement. I liked teaching, but I also 
liked to eat, and both could not be done 
simultaneously. So I loaded up my 
Volkswagen Bug, headed west, and moved 
on to my first “real” job flying cargo.

After a very short training curriculum 
and a checkride survived by both the 
check pilot and me, I found myself in com-
mand of a huge Aero Commander 680, 
flying the U.S. Mail over the Plains states. 
It was certainly the largest aircraft I had 
ever flown up to that time. Fortunately its 
benign flying characteristics didn’t task 
me too heavily while I caught up with the 
necessary skills for such an impressive 
piece of machinery.

More importantly, I was paid $1,100 
each and every month, which made me 
somewhat of a Rockefeller in western 
Nebraska circa 1980. I almost felt embar-
rassed at my riches once I found out that 
the copilot on the Beech 99 passing 
through town made all of $400 per month. 
But he was logging turbine time, some-
thing I could only dream of. Aviation jobs 
were scarce, and even that $400 per 
month drew applicants with far more fly-
ing time than my modest flight experience 
could compete with. 

Some of my similarly engaged fellow 
aviators were, shall we say, colorful. One 
mail pilot I knew owned a parrot. 
Sometimes the parrot would get lonely 
around the house, so the pilot would bring 
it along for the trip. It would perch on the 
copilot’s yoke, staring out the windshield 
as if dreaming of actual flight. The parrot 
must have wondered why all this mass and 
noise was necessary to do what he only 
had to spread his wings to accomplish. 
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The owner told us about how in turbulence, 
when the yoke was working back and forth, 
the bird would grimly hold on with its talons 
while squawking terribly and flapping its 
wings at such discomfort. 

Flying cargo was an individualistic sort 
of existence, but it had its advantages. As 
long as I showed up when I was supposed to, 
and did what I was supposed to, I had no 
reason to ever come in contact with head-
quarters. This odd combination of complete 
independence and tremendous responsibil-
ity is the hallmark of many aviation jobs. 
With most aviation employment your boss is 
a nondescript, disembodied voice on a tele-
phone, or better yet, just a signature on a 
paycheck. I never had the opportunity to 
actually meet or speak to my boss at the air-
line until I found myself explaining exactly 
why I had left one of its multimillion dollar 
aircraft floating in the middle of a cold, fro-
zen river. Strange for office dwellers, I 
suppose, but normal for us.

The Commander outfit was unusual in 
that it had advancement opportunities. In 
addition to the fleet of Aero Commanders, it 
owned 12 Convair 440s. They were real air-
liners, or at least real airliners in the 1950s. 
By the 1980s, they had become flyblown 
freighters. Convair pilots got to wear pretty 
uniforms with stripes and, most importantly, 
received a commensurate bump in pay. 

The “line” was an Indian caste system 
with the Convair pilots holding top billing. 
They had suffered their days in the 
Commanders and weren’t willing to 
acknowledge us as equals. Even in this 
small fishbowl, we were still paying our 
dues. They, however, had moved on to some 
higher level of grace. Traveling in pairs, 
they climbed the air stairs to their office in 

the sky. Professional rampers loaded their 
aircraft for them. Those same rampers 
would merely unhook the overburdened 
baggage carts in front of our humble 
Commanders, expecting us to schlep the 
2,000 pounds on board.

Still, all we had to do was hold on in the 
Commanders, and our time for promotion 
would come. Rumors of possible new cargo 
runs passed like wildfire through the ranks. 
The prospect of new crew bases with a com-
mensurate need for new Convair pilots was 
fodder for endless discussion. But the gulf 
between bid and contract must be great 
because the promised expansion was always 
just out of reach.

While the line employed mechanics, 
they weren’t overburdened with extensive 
responsibilities. Actual maintenance was 
only conducted when no other option pre-
sented itself. Our mechanics viewed 
themselves as Convair mechanics. Those of 
us in the Commanders fought for scraps. I 
can remember nights freezing to death over 
the Dakotas in typical mid-January 
40-below-zero temperatures because our 
mechanics looked at a heater failure as an 
“optional” maintenance opportunity.

One night I brought in a Commander 
and complained to one of our mechanics 
about the right engine running very 
roughly and threatening to jump off  
the wing.

“Did it quit?” asked the Joe Patroni-like 
troglodyte, as he removed the diaper from 
underneath the engine cowling of a Convair.

“No,” I said.
“Good,” he pronounced. And apparently 

that was the end of the matter.
 Eventually the gods smiled and I was 

invited through the Pearly Gates into 
Convair class. The line had opened a Little 
Rock base populated with new captains 
adding a shiny fourth stripe to their sleeves, 
and a need for replacement copilots pre-
sented itself. 

I passed ground school effortlessly 
because my mind was still young, nimble, 
and able to grasp difficult concepts like 
what an inverter is and why it’s important 
to me. But flight training was complicated 
because the company had bid on a contract 

to train FAA check pilots. Why our com-
pany would invite the FAA to get anywhere 
near our decrepit, broken-down, ragtag 
fleet was inexplicable to me, but they had, 
and it proved to be as problematic as you 
might imagine.

Eventually I crossed the river, and my 
days of tossing freight were over. I now 
joined my betters and climbed the air 
stairs myself, viewing the cargo ramp 
from a regal perch. But it was still the 
same line, and maintenance difficulties 
were ever-present. Aircraft parts broke, 
and if they weren’t absolutely essential to 
flight, they would remain non-functional 
until the end of time. 

Cylinders in particular seemed reluctant 
to remain attached to our engines. We had 
many failures. On one occasion, the chief 
pilot was ferrying an aircraft from our 
home base in Denver to Omaha when one 
let loose. He landed in Lincoln rather than 
continuing to Omaha, which was only a 
hundred miles farther down the road. 
Much derision accompanied his decision 
not to bring it on home. In such circum-
stances, the FAA-mandated “landing at the 
nearest suitable airport” was usually 
stretched to home base regardless of how 
distant. The mechanics howled loudly at 
being so inconvenienced as they packed up 
their tools for the trek, but after they 
repaired the engine, and the continuation 
of the journey ensued, the other engine 
blew on the subsequent short flight to 
Omaha. Hmmm.

Eventually we lost the Little Rock con-
tract due to the unreliability of our service, 
and I was once again returned to servitude 
with the Commanders. Summertime flying 
was fair, but I wasn’t relishing the approach 
of another bitter Dakota winter. I solved the 
problem by quitting and returning to college.

Most civilian pilots of my generation have 
similar tales of paying their dues. The loca-
tions, aircraft, and nature of the flying change, 
but the humble nature of the pursuit always 
remains the same. But truth be told, lineboy 
dreams really do come true—sort of. EAA
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